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“Our brain – an engineering marvel” 

The latest news on Neuroscience (60-90 minutes)  

 

 

The brain needs role models 

Why parents, teachers and managers have such enormous importance for the development of 

the human brain. 

  Crime Scene – The Brain 

On the trail of crime – to what extent am I responsible for my action? 

  Behaviour starts in the Brain 

Why we behave as we behave. 

  How is our consciousness formed? 

How our consciousness is formed and which effects it has on our action. 

  Eat your way to a smarter brain! 

Which influence does our nutrition have on our brainpower? 

 Giving and taking – How egoistic are we? 

Why we want to be good and what prevents us from doing so. 
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  Subjective perception makes us unique 

The anatomy of our brain determines how we see ourselves and our environment. 

 

 Satisfaction and happiness are not a question 

of money 

How the feeling of happiness and satisfaction is created and what truly matters for this. 

  Anger and irritation 

Where’s the on-off switch for rage and fear – what or who pulls that switch? 

  How does memory work? 

How to enhance our ability to retain knowledge 

  How I feel what you feel 

What our senses tell us about other people’s emotional condition 

  The Power of Self Control 

Being civilized to each other is only possible because our brain can keep itself in check. 

  Why people lie and deceive 

Willingness to lie or deceive is a cost-benefit analysis 
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  Emotions determine perception - Part 1 

How we experience the world depends to a large degree on how we feel. 

 

  Emotions determine perception - Part 2 

How we experience the world depends to a large degree on how we feel. 

  Our brain thinks in images 

Vivid, picturesque language works like a turbocharger in our brain 

 

 Neurofeedback – My brain does what I want it 

to 

We can learn to influence our brain processes. 

  Force of Habit 

Is our behavior governed more by our conscious will or our unconscious habits? 

 Charisma – How good leaders make a good 

impression 

How personality fascinates and motivates people. 

 

 


